To participate in selling:

- Be a current MEMBER of Ausblick.
- Pay the $10.00 selling fee (per Sellers Envelope), due when checking in your items for sale.  
  **NOTE:** Each Sellers Inventory Envelope will accommodate up to 25 items to be sold.
- Drop off your items for sale only during “DESIGNATED DROP OFF HOURS” (See box above)
- Complete approved “SELLERS TAG” & attach a tag to EACH item for sale.
- Provide a brief description of each item you're selling on the Seller's Inventory Envelope.

  (ONLY Ausblick provided “SELLERS TAGS” can be used & must be attached to each item for sale. SELLERS TAGS & Inventory Envelopes will be available in advance and at drop off times.

** Contact Dennis Evinrude for advanced tags and an inventory envelope if you have more than 10 items.**

BUYERS:  
- Only CASH or CHECKS accepted - NO Credit cards
- Separate check are required for item(s) purchased from different sellers, so bring several checks.

SELLERS:  
- *All Sale Prices MUST be in $5.00 increments*
  - SUGGESTION: Bring pre-printed address labels so you don’t have to print out your name on each sellers tag.  **Remember,** tags are 3-part, so bring enough address labels for all tags. Seller Name and Contact number is required on all item sale tags so you can be contacted for questions.
  - Any items left after the building closes will be donated to charity.